
The complete sectional garage door and operator package  
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Autodor
Sectional Door & Operator
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Introducing Autodor

The Autodor is a sectional garage door supplied complete 
with a GaraMatic 9, which retains all the usual features you 
have come to expect from a Garador sectional garage door, 
but at a lower price point. 

Autodor comes in either Linear Medium or Linear Large 
door designs, each of which are supplied in a choice of 
colours and timber effect finishes. The inside of the door 
has a silver coloured galvanisation which is covered with a 
clear protective lacquer. 

Linear Medium designs available in 6 Woodgrain and 3 
DecoColor suface finishes, whilst the Linear Large designs 
are available in 7 Planar and 3 DecoColor suface finishes. 
The Planar surface finish is only available with an exclusive 
matt deluxe paint.

With a choice of 27 standard garage door sizes up to 
5000mm wide, you are sure to find a door to fit your 
opening. The Autodor comes with tension lifting gear up to 
4000mm wide and torsion lifting gear thereafter.

Please refer to the Autodor price list for full specification.
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GARADOR Autodor Features and Benefits

Fully insulated door sections
The Autodor is manufactured with 
42mm thick garage door sections, filled 
with insulating PU foam. With u-values 
down to 1.30 W/m2 K, it provides 
great thermal insulation contributing to 
potential savings on your energy bills. 

A good seal all round
Weather resistant seals on all four sides 
of the door, along with intermediate 
seals between every section joint, helps 
to create a tight seal and prevent drafts.

Electrically operated design
The Autodor is conveniently opened 
at the touch of a button. Supplied 
complete with a GaraMatic 9 operator 
and two 2-button micro hand 
transmitters. GaraMatic 10 operator 
available as an optional upgrade.

Plastic frame footer
The frame leg is fitted with a plastic 
bed plate. This provides long-term 
protection against corrosion that might 
be caused by humidity, acids or salts.
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protective lacquer



Autodor and GaraMatic 9 Operator

GARADOR Autodor and GaraMatic 9
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The Autodor provides excellent value, without compromising on functionality. The 
GaraMatic 9 operator is simple to operate and is designed with a soft start and stop feature, 
to prolong the service life of the motor. It has a maximum opening speed of 20cm / second 
and automatic safety reversal in the event of an obstruction. 

Optional bluetooth receiver
Operating the Autodor via a smartphone 
is possible, using the Garador BlueSecur 
app. An optional bluetooth receiver 
(HET-BLE) is required.

Inside of door
has a silver coloured

galvanisation which is
covered with a clear
protective lacquer



GARADOR Autodor Features and Benefits
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Bisecur hand transmitters
The Autodor comes with two 
4-button hand transmitters, with a 
small form factor that fits comfortably 
in your pocket. Transmits on 868 
MHz frequency with bisecur radio 
technology.

Secure mechanical locking system
The operator boom is equipped with 
a secure mechanical lock to prevent 
forced entry. Even in the event of a 
power cut, the door cannot be forced 
open.

Integral LED light
The GaraMatic 9 features an integral 
LED light with 10 LEDs for energy 
efficiency. Furthermore, it has a low
power consumption of less than 1 watt 
in stand-by mode.

Safety assured
The Autodor sectional garage door and 
operator has been engineered with your 
safety in mind and will therefore comply 
with British Standard BS EN13241, 
ensuring powered doors are safe to use.



Linear Medium Designs

Linear Medium designs provide an excellent first impression on modern and traditional 
homes. The Autodor in Linear Medium is supplied complete with a GaraMatic 9 operator 
and is available in 6 Woodgrain and 3 Decocolor suface finishes. The full range of colours 
are included in the price of the garage door.

GARADOR Linear Medium Designs
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Traffic White (RAL 9016) White Aluminium (RAL 9006) Grey Aluminium (RAL 9007)

Titan Metallic (CH 703) Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016) Terra Brown (RAL 8028)

Golden Oak (Decocolor) Dark Oak (Decocolor) Night Oak (Decocolor)

Please note: the Decocolor surface finish 
does not match the timber effect finish 
of our standard sectional door range or 
FrontGuard doors.

1 Decocolor surface finish

2 Woodgrain surface finish

Surface finishes for 
Linear Medium Autodor

The painted Decocolor surface provides a 
natural and authentic timber appearance 
and is available in a choice of three colours.

Woodgrain offers a robust surface with an 
authentic sawn timber look. Minor scratches 
can be repaired by working with the texture.



GARADOR Linear Large Designs
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Linear Large Designs

Linear Large designs are perfectly suited to contemporary properties with modern 
architectural features. The Autodor in Linear Large is supplied complete with a GaraMatic 9 
operator. It is available in 7 Planar colours with a deluxe matt finish and 3 Decocolor suface 
finishes. The full range of colours are included in the price of the garage door.

Traffic White (Matt Deluxe: CH 9016) White Aluminium (Matt Deluxe: CH 9006) Grey Aluminium (Matt Deluxe: CH 9007)

Titan Metallic (Matt Deluxe: CH 703) Anthracite Grey (Matt Deluxe: CH 7016) Terra Brown (Matt Deluxe: CH 8028)

Golden Oak (Decocolor) Dark Oak (Decocolor) Night Oak (Decocolor)

1 Decocolor surface finish

2 Planar surface finish

Surface finishes for 
Linear Large Autodor

The painted Decocolor surface provides a 
natural and authentic timber appearance 
and is available in a choice of three colours.

Planar is a smooth surface finish, available 
in  a choice of six exclusive matt deluxe 
colours. Jet Black (Matt Deluxe: CH 9005)

  
NEW



Matching Autodor Garage Side Door

Fully insulated garage side doors are also available, with designs to perfectly match the 
colour and surface texture of your Autodor sectional garage door. Available in a range of 
standard sizes. Linear Medium designs are in Woodgrain or DecoColor surface finishes, 
and Linear Large designs are in Planar or DecoColor surface finishes.

GARADOR Matching Autodor Garage Side Door
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GARADOR Matching Autodor Garage Side Door
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Traffic White 
(CH 9016)

White Aluminium
(CH 9006)

Grey Aluminium
(CH 9007)

Titan Metallic
(CH 703)

Anthracite Grey
(CH 7016)

Terra Brown
(CH 8028)

Golden Oak Dark Oak Night Oak

Traffic White 
(CH 9016)

White Aluminium
(CH 9006)

Grey Aluminium
(CH 9007)

Titan Metallic
(CH 703)

Anthracite Grey
(CH 7016)

Terra Brown
(CH 8028)

Golden Oak Dark Oak Night Oak

Linear Medium Designs

Linear Large Designs

Jet Black
(CH 9005)



Bunford Lane, Yeovil, Somerset, BA20 2EJ

Tel: (01935) 443722   Fax: (01935) 443744

www.garador.co.uk

Garador is the UK’s leading manufacturer of garage doors and operators, 
with an ultra-modern production facility located in Somerset. We use 
German engineering expertise to produce highly sophisticated doors  
and operators. By purchasing a Garador product you can be assured  
of the highest level of quality, safety and security. With a nationwide  
network of stockists, installers and service technicians we are an ideal 
partner for your project. 
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